BULLYING: A BIG PROBLEM WITH BIG CONSEQUENCES

Media Resources for Facilitators
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The following media resources may be useful in illustrating concepts presented in this lesson and facilitating discussion. Although we have not included any extreme examples of bullying, we recommend that you view the videos before sharing them with a group in case you find anything you believe might upset participants. Be aware that bullying can be a sensitive subject for adults who have been bullies, victims, or bystanders or who have loved ones involved in bullying.

GENERAL VIDEO CLIPS

- These clips depict realistic bullying scenarios developed and filmed with students: www.youtube.com/watch?v=9T9i1tat3pQ, www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYPoJjZlfpg
- In this TED Talk, poet Shayne Koyczan shares his poem “To This Day – for the bullied and beautiful:” www.ted.com/talks/shane_koyczan_to_this_day_for_the_bullied_and_beautiful.html

VIDEO CLIPS FROM THE 2011 DOCUMENTARY "BULLY" (AVAILABLE ON NETFLIX):

- In this clip, Kelby, a lesbian teenager, describes some of the bullying she experienced at school: www.youtube.com/watch?v=uvtPyV0khVo
- In this clip, Cole is required to shake hands with a boy who has bullied him: www.youtube.com/watch?v=dTSPqmC5DNY

VIDEO CLIPS ON CYBERBULLYING

- This video uses a virus as a metaphor for cyberbullying: www.youtube.com/watch?v=-5PZ_Bh-M6o
- In this clip, teens react to a popular YouTube video, “Hot Problems:” www.youtube.com/watch?v=y9kL_A74GMc
- In this clip, teens react to the way a father disciplines his daughter via Facebook: www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpS2a48ojWI

NEWS ARTICLES

- This article describes the suspension of middle school students involved in sharing an inappropriate picture of a classmate online: http://lakeville.patch.com/articles/update-on-century-middle-school-suspensions